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Abstract--The mapped stress field of Western Europe reflects the tectonic process active there. A traverse of stress 
measurements  from the Alps and through their northern foreland to the southern border of the Lower Rhine 
Embayment  identifies three distinct stress sub-provinces; the Western Alps, the blocks on both flanks of the 
Rhinegraben, and the Rhenish Shield. The Alps have high magnitude stresses up to 35 MPa  in the direction of 
max imum compression, here called alh. The general direction of alh is about 140 °. The foreland has  the same 
directional trend of ath with a magnitude reduced to about 2.0 MPa. Local anomalies in magnitude and direction 
occur along the course of the Rhinegraben which is a site of active sinistral shear. The Rhenish Shield shows an 
internal zonation of the stress field. The magnitudes of the stresses are low (usually negative) along the axis 
connecting the northern end of the Rhinegraben with the rifting of the Lower Rhine Embayment.  The direction there 
is about 150 °. On the eastern and western flanks of the shield the stress directions are essentially the same as in the 
southern blocks. These zones are distant from the belt of active strain release, consequently stresses of up to 4.0 M Pa 
have accumulated. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  AND M E T H O D O L O G Y  Extr ins ic  effects 

In situ stress  measurements  

THE DETERM!NATION of the regional tectonic stress field by 
in situ techniques has become an important aspect of 
crustal dynamic studies. The three most common tech- 
niques are overcoring, hydraulic fracturing, and flat jacks. 
They were originally developed for engineering purposes. 
These three methods operate by three different processes 
and, as rocks deviate from a simple elastic behavior, each 
method has its advantages and disadvantages (McGarr & 
Gay 1978). 

Most of the measurements used in this study were made 
by the doorstopper technique (Leeman 1970). The tech- 
nique is an overcoring method in which a 3 or 4 element 
electrical resistance strain gauge rosette is affixed to the 
flattened end ofa borehole. The end of the borehole is then 
mechanically decoupled from the rock mass by an 
overcoring process and the resultant strains are de- 
termined. The stresses can be calculated with a knowledge 
of the modulus of elasticity and Poissons ratio. A 
correction must be made for the stress concentration at 
the end of the borehole (Bonnechere & Fairhurst 1968, 
Van Heerdon 1968, Crouch 1969). Such a measurement or 
series of measurements in a borehole will determine the 
stresses acting in a plane normal to the axis of the hole. 
The complete tensor can be determined by measurements 
in three nonparallel holes. 

The use of the above method in geodynamic studies 
requires considerable caution. Secondary effects which 
may be of no consequence in engineering and mining 
applications become important when the state of tectonic 
stress and not the simple state of stress is sought. These 
additional effects are of two types, those due to external 
factors, and those due to the intrinsic non-ideal behaviour 
of the rocks. Some of the factors are also of some concern 
for engineering studies. 

Exaggerated topographies can produce stress con- 
centration and gravitational stresses (Hooker et al. 1972, 
Sturgul et al. 1976). These factors can be evaluated using a 
two- (or three-) dimensional finite element simple elastic 
model of the area surrounding a proposed site, so that a 
correction can be made. However, if the effects are of 
major proportions, it may be better to seek another site. 

With surficial measurements, seasonal and diurnal 
temperature changes induce thermal stresses in rocks 
(Hooker & Du Vall 1971). While the effect on the 
direction is probably minimal, the magnitude effect can be 
large. The magnitude of these temperature effects de- 
creases rapidly with depth (Carslaw & Jaeger 1959) and 
measurements at several metres depth are reasonably free 
of such influences. Systematic trends of magnitudes with 
depth may be used to determine at what depth the effect 
can be neglected. 

Possible mechanical decoupling of a block by joints and 
stress concentrations around solution features in car- 
bonates can induce false values. Comparison of values 
from two or more bore-holes separated by tens to 
hundreds of metres offers an excellent control for this 
effect. It is unlikely that such possible stress concen- 
trations and/or released areas would have the same effect 
at widely separated sites (Greiner 1978). 

Surficial weathering can create non-systematic joints 
which could partially decouple a block from a rock mass. 
This could affect both the direction and magnitude of 
stress. If the weathering induces an expansion of the rock, 
then the stress at the surface could be higher than at depth. 
These effects should decrease considerably with depth, 
and thus measurements made in mines or deep quarries 
should be fairly free of weathering-induced or altered 
stress. Again a comparison of measurements from dif- 
ferent depths and widely-spaced boreholes is a check for 
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these problems as it is unlikely that weathering would are present, it can be extremely difficult to estimate the 
have the same effect at widely separated places, true stress magnitude. 

Intrinsic effects Typical tectonic stress determination 

Rocks can record previous stress fields even when 
mechanically decoupled from external forces. This 
phenomenon is called residual stress, an engineering term 
in common usage. In the strict sense it refers to stresses 
within a body in the absence of applied forces. Difficulty 
has arisen in applying the term geologically as a con- 
sequence of the scale factor. In engineering it generally 
refers to a small (macro- or microscopic) scale phenom- 
enon. Geologically, it has also been used to describe 
forces locked in a body due to elastic strains on a structure 
that were unable to relax because of large-scale boundary 
conditions when the external forces become extinct. In 
such a situation the whole structure may be regarded as 
being in a residual stress state, although an individual 
small component would not be. In this article I use 
residual stress in the engineering connotation; as a 
macro- or microscopic phenomenon. 

Residual stress can act upon the doorstopper in 
addition to the active tectonic stress and thus results in a 
false estimate. Residual stress in rocks is a poorly 
understood, and apparently complex process. They 
apparently reside along grain boundaries, or boundaries 
of clusters of grains (Holzhausen & Johnson 1979). They 
have been identified in granites by X-ray diffraction 
(Friedman 19721, via lattice parameter distortions of 
strained quartz. Detection is most often reported on the 
basis of double overcoring, a process through which a 
mechanically decoupled block is subjected to a blank 
over- tor under-) coring experiment. If any strains are 
observed, then there is a possibility of residual stress. The 
phenomenon is lithologically dependent. As far as the 
author is aware they have not been detected in limestones, 
although they sometimes occur in sandstones (Engelder 
& Sbar 19761 and apparently are often present in granite 
(Nichols 1975). It is also possible that there is some sort of 
microstructural control. In numerous double overcoring 
experiments in Germany no residual stress has been 
detected though it appears to be common in the Appal- 
achians (Greiner 1978). In general, the rocks of Germany 
tend to be much more highly fractured than those of the 
Appalachians and thus it is possible that the numerous 
microfractures that cut the rocks of the Alpine foreland 
serve to release the residual stresses. 

In some porous rocks, such as poorly-cemented sand- 
stones, a change in the amount of pore water, which can 
be induced by drilling, can induce strains in the bore hole 
core. The effect is rather complex, as it can induce 
expansion or contraction, and is highly time dependent. 
Detailed laboratory experiments are necessary to de- 
termine the presence of the effect. Caution is necessary in 
that this effect can produce strains similar to residual 
strains in double overcoring. Preliminary investigations 
by the author show that this effect is largely hydrostatic, 
but an anisotropy of porosity and/or permeability could 
induce directional strains. If these pore-pressure strains 

A typical tectonic stress determination in this data-base 
consists of observations from about 20 doorstoppers set in 
3 to 5 boreholes to a depth of up to 10 m. Usually at least 
one double overcoring experiment was made to test for 
residual stresses. A two-dimensional finite element model 
was made if there was doubt about topographic effects. 
Where practicable the stress determinations were made in 
deep quarries to get as far below the level of surface 
weathering as was possible. Complete details on the 
application of the doorstopper technique to this class of 
problems is given in Greiner (1978). 

Conventions used 

The following conventions are used in this study : alh > 
a2h; this is identical to the common usage in geology 
but opposite to that often used in engineering. The 
majority of the stress determinations were from shallow 
(5 10 m), horizontal measurements. In the case of three- 
dimensional studies the horizontal tensor was used. In the 
case of deep measurements the magnitude of stress 
induced by the overburden was subtracted from the 
measured stress. 

TH E STRESS FIELD 

Regional consistency 

A map of the horizontal stress field of Western Europe 
derived from in situ techniques is shown in Fig, 1. Rapid 
inspection of the map (Fig. 1) shows a NNW-SSE 
direction of maximum compression acting throughout 
the area. Earthquake fault plane solutions (Ahorner 1978) 
also indicate this direction for the Alps and their northern 
foreland. The NNW-SSE trend can be considered the 
regional stress field, in the sense used by Sbar & Sykes 
(1973). A closer look, however, shows strong localization 
of the magnitude and to a lesser extent the direction of the 
field. The highest stresses are in the Alps and the lowest 
along the seismic axis connecting the northern end of the 
Rhinegraben with the rifting of the Lower Rhine Embay- 
ment. Intermediate magnitudes are dominant in the 
foreland. This zonation correlates directly with the tec- 
tonic processes active in those regions. 

The Alps 

Magnitudes of Crlh up to 35 MPa are found in the 
Western Alps. The general direction of maximum com- 
pression is about 140 ° . This direction is nearly normal to 
the contours of rates of recent uplift which in places 
reaches 1.7 mm/yr (Gubler 1976). The uplift is probably of 
isostatic origin as folding and thrusting in the Neo-Alpine 
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Fig. 1. The stress field of Central Europe as derived from in situ techniques. An overall NW direction of the maximum 
compression is dominant on a regional scale. Three distinct magnitude sub-provinces can be recognized, the Western Alps, the 
Rhinegraben and its flanking blocks, and the Rhenish Shield. Modified from Illies& Greiner (1978). (Further data sources are 

given in Fig. 2 and Table 1 ). 

orogen had ended by the Early Pliocene (Trfimpy 1973)• 
Some later tectonic activity is known (J/~ckli 1965), 
however, it is of distinctly different character and can be 
attributed to gravity effects induced by the uplift. Stresses 
will have been induced in the Alps from the topography 
and also from expansion and contraction related to phase 
changes brought about by the uplift (Illies & Greiner 
1978). There is some variation in the measured direction 
of alh in the Alps. This can be expected in an area with 
such an uneven topography (Hooker et al. 1972, Sturgul et 
al. 1976). The seismic fault plane solutions, which come 
from greater depths where these topographic effects are 
almost completely attenuated, are much more consistent 
and yield essentially the same mean direction (Ahorner 
1978). 

The Northern Alpine foreland and the Rhinegraben system 

The direction ofrrlh in the foreland is basically the same 
as in the Alps, however, the magnitudes drop drastically 
to an average of around 2.0 MPa. This value is probably 
close to the background stress in Western Europe. Local 
stress anomalies occur in the Rhinegraben which is a zone 
of seismic strain release along its entire trace (Ahorner 
1975). The Rhinegraben has been the dominant structure 
of the northern foreland since at least Mid-Eocene times. 
Illies (1977) and Illies & Greiner (1978) have reviewed its 
mechanical evolution. From Mid-Eocene to Early Mio- 
cene times it was an active extensional rift valley. It was 
inactive until the late Pliocene when (because of its NINE 
trend) it became a zone of sinistral shear in response to the 
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Fig. 2. Location of the new data points. 

still active NNW  stress regime. 
The extensional Rhine rift was not a straight trace but 

contained several bends. Subsequently, when subjected to 
shear, the affected segments became sites of local tectonic 
anomalies. Fault plane solutions of earthquakes show 
components of compression or tension superimposed on 
the general shear (Ahorner 1975). Geologically, these 

areas are further defined by local anomalies in uplift and 
subsidence of the graben fill (Illies& Greiner 1978). These 
local anomalies are also reflected in the stress field. The 
Baden-Baden measurement (Schirmer 1979) (NE of Stras- 
bourg on the map) yields a value of alh of 5.4 MPa which 
is about twice the background value. This area is a site 
where the course of the graben takes on a more E-W 
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Table 1. Test sites and results 

Direction 
Location Latitude Longitude 61 

I Gressenich 50:46' 6'18' 146' - 1.3 -4 .5  

2 Stromberg 49 57' 746'  150 0.2 -0 .2  

3 Hanst~itten 50q9' 8'04' 150 ° 0.02 -0.26 

4 Fachingen 50 ~ 22' 754'  16if' -0.01 -0 .3  

5 Villmar 50 24' 8' 11' 145 ° -0 .8  -- 1.7 

6 Wirbelau 5026' 8 13' 150" - 1.3 -2 .3  

7 Wetzlar 5033' 8' 38' 136 ° 1.3 0.9 

8 Baden-Baden 4842'  8 15' 138 ° 5.4 N.A. 

q Freudenstadt 4827'  8 29' 170 ° x x 

11) Kaiserstuhl 4809'  7 45' 78 ~ 2.4 1.1 

II Massangis* 47:38 ' 3 58' 167 2.4 -0 .2  

12 Ravieres* 47~43 ' 4 13' 152 2.2 0.5 

l ~, Etrochey* 4T53' 4 3l' 149 ° 1.2 0.03 

14 Choignes* 48°07 ' 5 10' 148 c' 1.1 -0.19 

Magnitude Magnitude 
¢r I ¢r 2 Reference Lithology 

this paper 

this paper 

Greiner (pers. comm.) 

Greiner (pers. comm.) 

lilies & Greiner (1979) 

Illies& Greiner (1979) 

L. S. Mid. Devonian 

L.S. Mid. Devonian 

L.S. Mid. Devonian 

L.S. Mid. Devonian 

L.S. Mid. Devonian 

Elmohandes Ipers. comm.) L.S. Mid. Devonian 

Schirmer (1979) Rhy. L. Permian 

this paper S.S.U Buntsandstein 

Leopoldt (1979) L.S. Bajocian 

Paquin et al. (1979) L.S Jurassic 

Paquin et  al. (1979) L.S. Jurassic 

Paquin et  al. (1979) L.S Jurassic 

Paquin et  al. (1979) L.S. Jurassic 

Numbers refer to points in Fig. 2. * indicates that measurements were made by flat jacks, all others were made by doorstoppers. Magnitudes of 
stresses are given in MPa. Magnitude data for point 9 not reliable due to pore pressure strains. Other symbols: L.S., limestone ; Rhy, rhyolite and 
S S.U., sandstone. 

trend, thus becoming an area of compressional shear. Two 
points in the graben, the Kaiserstuhl (Leopoldt 1979), 
south of Strasbourg, and Albersweiter (Illies & Greiner 
1979), south west of Heidleberg show significantly de- 
viations from the general 140 ° trend. They are probably 
related to the complicated behaviour of the graben blocks 
when subjected to shear. 

The Rhenish Shield 

The Rhenish Shield (approximately the area on the 
map bordered by Luxemburg, Bonn, Kassel, & Frank- 
furt) shows an internal stress zonation. The seismicly 
active axis connecting the northern end of the Rhine- 
graben with the rifting of the Lower Rhine Embayment is a 
zone of very low, usually negative, stresses. The direction 
of ~rlh in this area trends about 150 °. On the eastern and 
western flanks the magnitude of stress is considerably 
higher, about equal to one, that is slightly greater than the 
values from the blocks adjacent to the Rhinegraben. The 
direction of a~h is also the about 140 °, that is it conforms 
to the 'regional trend'. 

The Rhenish Shield is an area of Quaternary uplift and 
volcanism. Pliocene river terraces have been raised to 
300 m above the level of the present-day Rhine and Mosel 
rivers. The seismic axis is often considered to be a zone of 
extension where true rifting is hindered because of plastic 
behaviour in the upper crust of this unit (Illies et al. 1979). 

Hence, although the cause for the low stress is not 
precisely known, it is possibly related to crustal extension, 
which is not expressed as a rupture, but as a plastic, crustal 
attenuation. The tensile stresses are not likely to exist at 
great depths as the overburden pressure would counteract 
them. The meaning of the slight directional change is also 
not perfectly clear. However, the intense folding of the 

Hercynian orogen imparted a high degree of mechanical 
anisotropy upon the region and under the extensile 
regime the effect of the anisotropy may be amplified, and 
this alone could cause the slight directional deviation. 

Interpretation of stress data, when tensile stresses are 
measured, requires a great deal of caution. In all tech- 
niques of estimating stress the conversion of the measured 
data into a calculated stress depends upon the assumption 
that the material is behaving as a continuum. Rock, at 
best, behaves in a non-ideal manner, but in judiciously 
selected sites under moderate compressive stresses the 
continuum assumption may be made. This is not nec- 
essarily true when the rock is subjected to tension. In this 
case the pre-existing fractures become an important 
factor during deformation. 

An example of such a problem is given in Fig. 3. The 
values of the measurements from the Limburg basin (Illies 
& Greiner 1979, Greiner pers. comm.) (points 3, 4 5 and 6 
in Fig. 2) are plotted as a~h vs a2h. The sites are separated 
by a maximum distance of about 30 km. The direction of 
alh from the four sites is practically identical, yet the 
magnitude varies far beyond what could be considered 
reasonable for such a small, tectonicly quiet, area. I 
tentatively interpret this to be the result of some sort of 
yielding of the rocks under tension, and thus the value of 
the measured stress is a function of local material 
behaviour. Field observations support this model. The 
quarries of Hanst/itten and Fachingen show a relatively 
high fracture density with open fissures. These sites show 
the stresses closest to zero. The quarries at Villmar and 
Wirbelau are almost fracture free and have both been 
worked for monumental stone. They show the most 
negative stresses. In situ determined moduli of elasticity 
(Greiner pers. comm.) show an analogous relationship. 
The relatively unfractured rocks show an average E- 
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such as post-orogenic uplift or shear on pre-existent 
faults, the conversion of that data for discussions of large 
scale stress fields should be done with caution. 
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